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Abstract. The previous work of metaphor interpretation mostly
focused on single-word verbal metaphors and ignored the influence of
contextual information, leading to some limitations(e.g. ignore the poly-
semy of metaphor). In this paper, we creatively propose the aspect-based
semantic relatedness, and we present a novel metaphor interpretation
method based on semantic relatedness for context-dependent nominal
metaphors. First, we obtain the possible comprehension aspects accord-
ing to the properties of source domain. Then, combined with contextual
information, we calculate the degree of relatedness between the target
and source domains from different aspects. Finally, we select the aspect
which makes the relatedness between target and source domains maxi-
mum as comprehension aspect, and the metaphor explanation is formed
with corresponding property of source domain. The results show that
our method has higher accuracy. In particular, when the information of
target domain is insufficient in corpus, our method still exhibits the good
performance.

Keywords: Metaphor interpretation · Semantic relatedness · Contex-
tual information · Comprehension aspect

1 Introduction

Metaphor, as a kind of common phenomenon in natural language, is not only
a rhetorical means, but also a cognitive style of human beings. In recent years,
the research of metaphor interpretation has attracted attention of people grad-
ually. The existing methods of metaphor interpretation paid more attention to
single-word metaphors expressed by verbs, such as “stir-excitement”. Instead,
the interpretation mechanism of nominal metaphors is more complex than ver-
bal metaphors. It not only needs to find the relevance between target and source
domains, but also requires the consideration about contextual background of
metaphors. Hobbs [1] regarded metaphor interpretation as a part of the general
discourse processing problem. Only in context the metaphorical expression can
be properly interpreted. To avoid misunderstandings, speaker will guide people
toward the desired direction to understand metaphor through the adjustment
and supplement of discourse. Consider the following examples:
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(1) (He is a cat.)
(2) (He is a lazy cat and enjoys the sunshine.)

When the contextual information is insufficient, metaphor interpretation is
hard to determine. The source domain “ (cat)” of examples has the properties,
such as “ (naughty)”, “ (quick)”, “ (lazy)” and so on. According to
these properties of source domain, we can find different comprehension aspects
to make target and source domain relevant. In the example (1), we might have
multiple explanations, such as “ (He is naughty)”, “ (He is
quick)” and so on. In the example (2), based on the contextual information, we
can make sure that the explanation “ (He is lazy)” is much better.

In nominal metaphors, a seemingly unrelated concept is usually associated
with another concept. And metaphor interpretation is finding the appropriate
aspect in line with knowledge background to make the relatedness between target
and source domains maximum. In this paper, we present a metaphor interpreta-
tion method based on semantic relatedness, aiming at the context-dependent
nominal metaphors. First, we extract the properties of source domain, and
select possible comprehension aspects according to these properties. Then, we
apply vector representations of words and integrate the relatedness between con-
text and source domain to calculate the relatedness between target and source
domains from different aspects. Finally, we choose the aspect which makes the
relatedness of target and source domains maximum as the comprehension aspect,
and metaphor explanation is formed with corresponding property of source
domain.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1. We creatively propose the
aspect-based semantic relatedness computational method. 2. We consider the
influence of contextual information to comprehend metaphors, and apply the
aspect-based semantic relatedness to context-dependent nominal metaphor inter-
pretation. Combined with the contextual information, we calculate the related-
ness between target and source domains, and obtain the metaphor explanation.
The experiment results show that our method is effective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide
an overview of related work. In Section 3, we show the theoretical basis at first.
Then we introduce the aspect-based semantic relatedness computational method
and the context-dependent nominal metaphor interpretation method. Section 4
shows the experimental results and evaluation. Our conclusions and future work
are given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Metaphor Interpretation

Shutova [2] proposed a method which first extracted a set of potential substi-
tutes by selecting all words that appeared in a particular syntactic relation with
the metaphorical verb in the BNC. Then it narrowed down the list of candi-
dates by selecting the verbs that shared a hypernym with the metaphorical verb
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in WordNet. She used automatically induced selectional preferences to discrim-
inate between figurative and literal paraphrases. Shutova et al.[3] presented a
novel approach to metaphor interpretation with a vector space model using a
non-negative matrix factorization to compute the meaning list of target verbs.
Bollegala and Shutova [4] presented an unsupervised metaphor interpretation
method that used the Web to find literal paraphrases for metaphorical expres-
sions. Ekaterina et al. [5] presented a metaphor interpretation approach based
on abduction. They mapped linguistic metaphors to conceptual metaphors, and
interpreted conceptual metaphors in terms of both logical predicates and natural
language expressions.

Comparing to other work that focused on single-word verbal metaphors,
we utilize contextual information to deal with nominal metaphor interpretation
through aspect-based semantic relatedness.

2.2 Semantic Relatedness

There are two kinds of semantic relatedness calculation model, knowledge-based
and corpus-based approaches.

Knowledge-based methods employ information extracted from manually con-
structed lexical taxonomies, e.g., WordNet. Previous studies have focused on
gloss [6] and the structure of the lexicon [7], such as the semantic path and
depth. Siblini and Kosseim [8] used all 26 semantic relations found in WordNet
in addition to information found in glosses.

Corpus-based approaches mainly use context information and structural pat-
tern of corpus, such as using paths in the Wikipedia category structure, using
the contents of the articles, or using the hyperlinks between articles. For exam-
ple, Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [9] as well as Salient Semantic Analysis
(SSA) [10] was proposed to incorporate large amounts of human knowledge such
as Wikipedia into word relatedness computation. They both represented a word
as a concept vector, where each dimension corresponds to a Wikipedia concept.
Yazdani and Popescu-Belis [11] used the contents and links for computing text
semantic relatedness. Agirre et al. [12] studied the different types of links in
Wikipedia, and applied random walk algorithm on the full graph based on those
links for word relatedness and named-entity disambiguation. Mikolov et al. [13]
used machine learning techniques to compute continuous vector representations
of words from large datasets, and then calculated the word vector distance to
measure semantic relatedness. They observed large improvements in accuracy at
much lower computational cost.

In this paper, we adopt the corpus-based method. Compared with knowledge-
based methods, our method has the advantage that information content is
much richer. However, the existing corpus-based methods regard a concept as
a whole. For example, compare all attributes of concepts, the more their com-
mon attributes the higher relatedness they are. Thus, they ignored that the
semantic relatedness between concepts will change with comprehension aspect.
And aspect-based semantic understanding is a noticeable phenomenon in natural
language; aspect-based semantic relatedness computation can help understand
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natural language. Therefore, based on the previous researches, we propose an
aspect-based semantic relatedness computational method.

3 Our Method

Our method consists of the following steps. Given the nominal metaphor with
context, which has marked target and source domains, we extract the properties
of source domain. Then, we obtain the possible comprehension aspects accord-
ing to these properties. And from different aspects, we calculate the degree of
relatedness between target and source domains combined with contextual infor-
mation. Finally, we select the aspect which makes relatedness maximum as the
comprehension aspect, and the corresponding property of source domain forms
the metaphor explanation. Section 3.1 illustrates the theoretical basis of our
methods. Section 3.2 presents the aspect-based semantic relatedness compu-
tation method and our method for the context-dependent nominal metaphor
interpretation.

3.1 Theoretical Basis

Davidson [14] indicated that, generally speaking, the literal meaning of metaphor
is clear error or absurd. In other words, the target domain and the source domain
are not related literally. But, according to relevance theory, any words of dis-
course are related on the semantics, and the process of discourse understanding
is looking for the relevance of discourse to support the “contextual effect” of dis-
course. Thus, although the target and source domains are not related in literal
meaning. From some comprehension aspects, the semantic relatedness will be
found, which we call aspect-based semantic relatedness. The process of metaphor
interpretation is to find the appropriate aspect from which the relevance between
target and source domains is constructed.

Semantic relatedness is based on the aspect, the related concepts from
a certain aspect may be irrelevant from another aspect. For example,
from the aspects “ (color)”“ (intelligence)”“ (behavior)”, “ (fox)”
has the properties“ (red)”“ (smart)”“ (quick)”, respectively. Based
on the aspect “ (color)”, target domain “ (lawyer)” and source
domain “ (fox)” are irrelevant. But they are relevant from the aspect
“ (intelligence)”, because both of them have the property “ (smart)”.
Thus, the key to metaphor interpretation is the comprehension aspects.

What is more, because of the openness and uncertainty of metaphor-
ical meaning [14], people might find multi-aspects to produce differ-
ent explanations. For example, “ (Zhangsan is a wolf)” can be
interpreted as “ (Zhangsan is cruel)”“ (Zhangsan is
crafty)”“ (Zhangsan is suspicious)”. To avoid misunderstanding,
speaker will guide listener to the correct understanding direction through the
selection and adjustment of context, such as emphasizing on the typical prop-
erties of target domain, extending and stating the non-significant properties of
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source domain. When the contextual information is sufficient, the optimal expla-
nation can be determined. According to relevance theory, the optimal metaphor
comprehension should have the greatest relatedness with intent of discourse, and
the context will make certain properties of source domain salient [15]. In this
sense, the relatedness between context and source domain will help determine
the best explanation.

Searle’s metaphor theory [16] also supported our idea to some extent. It
mainly explained how to interpret metaphor. For simple example, “S is P” which
means “S is R”. He pointed out that metaphor interpretation is utilizing context
or existing knowledge base to obtain the relations among S,P and R. For this
kind of metaphor, “S is P”, he proposed six principles to get R through P. 1.
R is in the definition of P. For example, because of the definition of “giant” is
“big”, the metaphor “Sam is a giant” can be interpreted as “Sam is big”. 2.
Under certain conditions, P is R, R is an important and well known feature of
P. For example, “Sam is a pig” can be interpreted as “Sam is filthy, gluttonous,
and sloppy, etc”. 3. P is often said to be R, although P does not have the feature
R. For example, the feature of P in a familiar myth. 4. As a result of natural or
cultural reasons, we feel that there is a relation between P and R. For example, “I
am in a black mood” can be interpreted as “I am angry and depressed”. 5. P and
R are not similar, but the situations which they are in are similar. For example,
the metaphor “You have become an aristocrat” means the living conditions is
similar to an aristocrat. 6. In some cases, P and R are same or similar in the
sense, but the applied range of R is limited, then people use P. For example “His
brain is addled”, although “addled” only applies to “egg”. These principles are
to obtain the related features R of P from different aspects, then construct the
semantic relatedness between S and P based on these aspects.

3.2 Metaphor Interpretation Based on Semantic Relatedness

Given the metaphor with context, we first extract the notional words(nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs), which are denoted as w1, w2, ..., wN (except the
marked target domain Target and source domain Source).

The knowledge of source domain is crucial to metaphor interpretation. In
this paper, we select possible comprehension aspects according to the properties
of source domain, and calculate the aspect-based semantic relatedness between
the target and source domains. We extract the properties of the source domain
by using Attribute Database1 and Sardonicus2, which are denoted as p1, p2, ...,
pM , the corresponding aspects are r1, r2, ..., rM , respectively.

Then, metaphor interpretation can be regarded as a problem to find the
comprehension aspect r = ri, which makes the semantic relatedness between
target and source domains Rel(Target, Source, r) maximum, and the property
pi of source domain which is corresponding to the aspect ri will be salient. Thus,
we express the metaphor explanation briefly as “Target Be pi”.

1 A database developed by NLP Lab of Xiamen University.
2 An adjective classification retrieval. http://afflatus.ucd.ie/sardonicus/tree.jsp.
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In order to measure the semantic relatedness between words, a word w is
represented by a vector −→w , as follows:

−→w =< c1, c2, ..., cq > (1)

where, q is the dimension of vector, ci(1 ≤ i ≤ q) is the value of dimension i.
Mikolov et al. [13] proposed two model architectures for computing contin-

uous vector representations of words from large data sets, Continuous Bag-of-
Words (CBOW) model and distributed Skip-gram model. They measured the
quality of these representations in a word similarity task and compared their
methods with different types of neural networks. The results revealed their meth-
ods had large improvements in accuracy at much lower computational cost. In
this paper, we apply CBOW model3 to obtain the vector representations of
words.

Assuming source domain Source has the property p from the aspect r, then
the semantic relatedness between word w and word Source based on aspect r,
Rel(w,Source, r), could be computed using cosine distance measure as follows:

Rel(w,Source, r) = discos(−→w ,−→p ) (2)

discos(−→w ,−→p ) =

∑q
j=1 cjej√∑q

j=1 c
2
j

√∑q
j=1 e

2
j

(3)

where, w is represented as −→w =< c1, c2, ..., cq >, p is represented as −→p =<
e1, e2, ..., eq >.

Combined with the relatedness between context and source domain, we
can obtain the semantic relatedness between target domain Target and source
domain Source based on aspect r, Rel(Target, Source, r), as follows:

Rel(Target, Source, r) = discos(
−−−−→
Target,−→p ) +

1
N

N∑

i=1

Rel(wi, Source, r)

= discos(
−−−−→
Target,−→p ) +

1
N

N∑

i=1

discos(−→wi,
−→p )

(4)

where, N is the number of extracted notional words(except the marked target
domain Target and source domain Source). If Target(or wi) absents in the
corpus, let discos(

−−−−→
Target,−→p ) = 0(or discos(−→wi,

−→p ) = 0).
We obtain the semantic relatedness between target and source domains from

all possible aspects. Then we choose the aspect r which makes the relatedness
between target and source domains maximum as the comprehension aspect, as
shown in Eq(5).

3 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/.
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r = argmax
ri

{Rel(Target, Source, ri)}

= argmax
ri

{discos(
−−−−→
Target,−→pi ) +

1
N

N∑

j=1

Rel(wj , Source, ri)}

= argmax
ri

{discos(
−−−−→
Target,−→pi ) +

1
N

N∑

j=1

discos(−→wj ,
−→pi )}

(5)

where ri ∈{r1, r2, ..., rM}.
The corresponding property p=pi of source domain from the aspect r=ri

will become salient. The property pi forms the metaphor explanation which is
expressed briefly as “Target Be pi”.

4 Experiment and Evaluation

In our experiments, we use Reader Corpus4 as the corpus, and use Segtag5

to support CBOW model in computing the vector representations of words.
Considering the data sparse problem in corpus, we extend the synonyms of the
property word p using the Tongyi Cilin (Extended)6. The synonyms set of p is
represented as S = {v1, v2, ..., v|S|}, where |S| is the number of synonyms. If r is
the corresponding aspect of property p, the semantic relatedness between word
w and word Source based on aspect r, Rel(w,Source, r), could be computed as
follows:

Rel(w,Source, r) = discos(−→w ,−→p ) =
1
|S|

|S|∑

i=1

discos(−→w ,−→vi ) (6)

Specially, if w and p is synonym, let Rel(w,Source, r) = 1.
For the metaphor “

(Now Huawei has become a lion, who is the king of the telecommunications
industry)”, the marked target domain is “ (Huawei)” and source domain
is “ (lion)”. We extract the properties of “ (lion)” and select possible
comprehension aspects according to the properties. Table 1 contains the seman-
tic relatedness between target and source domains from different aspects(the
corresponding aspects are given by Adjectives Database7).

As shown in Table (1), we see the relatedness between word “ (king)”
and source domain “ (lion)” are higher from the aspects “ (mood)”
and “ (manner)”, thus the corresponding properties “ (irritated)” and
“ (august)” become more salient.

4 A Chinese Corpus. URL: www.duzhe.com.
5 A word segmentation tool of NLP Lab of Xiamen University.
6 A Chinese Thesaurus, http://ir.hit.edu.cn/.
7 An adjective classification database developed by NLP Lab of Xiamen University.
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Table 1. The relatedness between word “ (king)” and source domain “ (lion)”
from different aspects

In order to better illustrate the performance of our method, we com-
pare our method with the following three simple methods:(1)RT: Ignoring
the contextual information, it just calculates the semantic relatedness between
the target and source domains from different aspects, which represents as
RT(Target, Source, r); (2)RS: Select the most salient property of source domain
and we use aspect-based semantic relatedness to measure the degree of saliency,
which represents as RS(Source, Source, r); (3)RTS: Combined RT with RS, it
not only utilizes the semantic relatedness between the target and source domains,
but also the saliency of properties, which represents as RTS(Target, Source, r).
The computational formulas are as follows:

RT (Target, Source, r) = discos(
−−−−→
Target,−→p ) (7)

RS(Source, Source, r) = discos(
−−−−→
Source,−→p ) (8)

RTS(Target, Source, r) = RT (Target, Source, r)+RS(Source, Source, r) (9)

where, p is the corresponding property of source domain from the aspect r.
Considering the following examples, the words with underline are the

extracted notional words of context:

(1) ”
“XiaoQian with the advanced age of eighty-nine is still a vibrant wild horse.”
The marked target domain is “ (XiaoQian)”, source domain is “ (wild
horse)”.

(2)
”

“How wonderful to just lay in the sun without work and school ! I am a
no-worry cat.”
The marked target domain is “ ”, source domain is “ (cat)”.

(3)
“The baby-faced Sevilla player is a real devil on the pitch.”
The marked target domain is “ (player)”, source domain is “ (devil)”.
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(4)
“Old Jinan is so narrow in the city, but it is so spacious outside the city,
small villages lay on the hillside, little snow lies on the roof of the villages.
It is a little wash painting, and perhaps drawn by a famous artist of
Tang Dynasty.”
The marked target domain is “ (it)”(refer to the scenery), source domain
is “ (wash painting)”.

The results of four methods are demonstrated in Table 2.
As the example (1) shows, the source domain “ (XiaoQian)” does not

appear in the corpus, thus we do not have access to relevant information of source
domain. It conforms to the common phenomenon in the metaphor that listeners
are not familiar with the target domain, thus they are guided by the source
domain and the current context to understand the metaphor. RT can not get a
result. RS and RTS choose the most salient property “ (strapping)” as the
result. Our method considers the relevance between context and source domain,
which get the best interpretation and the chosen property is “ (strong and
vigorous)”. The example shows that our method still has a good effect in the
absence of the target domain information, and proves the guidance of the context
information for metaphor interpretation.

As the example (2) shows, the property “ (naughty)” is obviously more
salient than other properties of source domain “ (cat)”. Thus, RS and RTS
choose the “ (naughty)” as the results. The effect of context makes the prop-
erty “ (lazy)” become more salient in our method. It reveals that contextual
information emphasizes the properties of the target domain.

As the example (3) shows, the results of RT reveal the semantic relatedness
between target domain “ (player)” and source domain “ (devil)” from the
aspect “ (sense)” is greatest. Then, RT chooses the corresponding property
“ (horrible)”. But, the most salient property of source domain “ (devil)”
is “ (evil)” according to RS and the saliency is obviously higher than others,
which results in the most salient property is still “ (evil)” in RTS. And in
our method, combined the relatedness between context and source domain, the
property “ (horrible)” becomes the most salient property.

As the example (4) shows, the marked target domain “ (it)” refers to the
scenery of Jinan. In other words, the marked target domain does not provide
available information. The results of RT show there is not significant difference
among the relatedness from various aspects. From the results of RS, we see
the property “ (concise)” of source domain “ (wash painting)” is more
salient than others obviously. Our method obtains the better result than RS and
RTS. It reveals our method still work well when the information of target domain
is absent. It also shows the computation of aspect-based semantic relatedness
between context and source domain utilizes the contextual information validly.

We evaluate the experiment with the help of human annotators that annotate
80 instances of nominal metaphors with context from the Web, Blogs, and the
Books. The data contains various genres: news/journal articles, politics, finance,
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Table 2. The results of four methods

essays, fiction and speech. We have 5 volunteer annotators who are all native
speakers of Chinese and their agreement on the preliminary test was 0.66(κ) [17],
which is considered reliable. Then we evaluated our method against their judg-
ments in terms of accuracy and compared with other methods. We divided the
acceptability into five levels instead of simple binary decision(accept/decline),
because the five-level method makes the evaluation finer-grained. We asked anno-
tators to score the acceptability of each result and took average acceptability
below three as the incorrect results. The results are demonstrated in Table 3.
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Table 3. The results of four methods

RT RS RTS Our Method

Accuracy 0.59 0.55 0.61 0.84

The results show our method achieves higher accuracy and it has obvious
improvements compared with other three methods, which reveals our method
has the good performance. Then, we analyze the errors and propose the solutions
to improve our approach in the future.

1. We use the AttributeDatabase and Sardonicus to obtain the properties of
source domain, but some properties are still difficult to be extracted, causing
that the method is unable to obtain the appropriate comprehension aspect.
In the future, we will improve the extraction mechanism of properties to
solve this problem.

2. Context information provides the cues of proper comprehension aspect, at
the same time, it may also bring some noise. In the future, we can introduce
the weights to reduce the influence of noise.

5 Conclusions

The previous researches of metaphor interpretation mostly focus on single-word
metaphors expressed by verbs and are lacking in the effective use of context infor-
mation. In this paper, we creatively propose the aspect-based semantic related-
ness and present a novel metaphor interpretation method based on semantic
relatedness for context-dependent nominal metaphors. We obtain the possible
comprehension aspects according to the properties of source domain. Then, com-
bined with the relatedness between context and source domain, we calculate the
relatedness between target and source domain from different aspects. Finally,
we select the aspect which makes the relatedness between target and source
domains maximum as the comprehension aspect, and the corresponding prop-
erty of source domain will be salient, forming the metaphor explanation. The
experimental results show that the aspect-based semantic relatedness compu-
tation is reasonable and the context information can effectively guide to the
appropriate understanding of metaphor. We evaluate our method and compare
it with other methods, the results show that our method has good performance.
In future work, we will improve our approach and apply the method to other
NLP tasks such as word sense disambiguation and text clustering.
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